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SUNSET MARJAN PARK SUP -
SPLIT, MIDDLE DALMATIA
Watching the sun go down over the horizon - creating a
dazzling display of colors for kilometers - is an unforgettable
experience.

Price

Sunset Marjan Park SUP - 16.00

Sunset Marjan Park SUP - 17.00

Around Marjan Park on SUP
in Sunset
Marjan
21000 Split
Croatia

Information

BRIEF DESCRIPTION:
Name: Sunset Marjan Park SUP
Duration of the excursion / tour / activity:: 1 to 5 hours
The product best describes the term: Outdoor and adventure
Product includes: playing sports, sightseeing of nature / natural beauties,
adventure facilities, coast tour, guided tour
Brief description of the excursion/tour and highlights:
Watching the sun go down over the horizon - creating a dazzling display of
colors for kilometers - is an unforgettable experience.

Schedule

EXCURSION / TOUR /
ACTIVITY DATES
01.05 - 30.09

PLACE AND TIME OF
DEPARTURE
Šetalište Marina Tartaglie – Bus
station Bene Beach

PLACE AND TIME OF ARRIVAL
Šetalište Marina Tartaglie – Bus
station Bene Beach
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Information

DESCRIPTION:
The sure way to enhance this special moment is by viewing it from your own SUP! Our sunset SUP tour offers
unobstructed views of different shades of purples, pink, reds and oranges painting the islands and most
popular beaches in Split.

A stand-up paddle gives you the freedom to enjoy the beauty of the Adriatic sea at your own pace and
rhythm.

It doesn’t matter if you are a beginner or have experience as a paddler, with the help of the guides you will
be gliding on the water and basking in the golden hours of sunset in no time.

You will receive a 15-minute land introduction. Your instructor will go over how to stand on the board,
maintain balance, paddle, spin the board swiftly and fall securely.

At Marjan, you will learn about paddling techniques and the area’s history! The guide will always be nearby
to assist novices. When you are prepared, the instructor will take you on a sunset tour where you will have
the opportunity to swim, snorkel and cliff jump in the crystal clear Adriatic Sea while watching the sunset.

Our guides will make sure you have amazing photos from the experience and your sunset in Split!

Minimum age of kids is 12 - they are welcomed, they just need to come along with an adult.

Price includes: SUP board, paddle, snorkel gear, life vest, security leash, licensed tour guide, education on
safety and basics of paddling, waterproof bag, insurance

Important info: we do not recommend sunset SUP tours to non-swimmers and people with back problems.
The operator has the right to cancel tours without previous notice in bad weather conditions. All participants
sign a written waiver form before the start of the tour.

WHAT TO BRING / WEAR:
A towel, bathing suit, wet shoes, spare clothes, hat, sunglasses, sunscreen, refreshing drink (min 1,5l)


